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When the dream  
is shattered   
 
 
 
It’s not often that a sporting celebrity is short of words but I can remember the occasion 
when a normally outspoken footballer was literally speechless.  The only response the 
interviewer got to his post-match questions was a slow shake of the head. 
 
The occasion was a FA Cup semi-final which the player’s side lost in the dying minutes of the 
game.  Most sports-players and fans would agree that going out of a competition at that 
stage is among the worst of experiences.  Knock-out matches are uncompromising, often 
cruel and always tense.  Being knocked out at any stage is a disappointment but the agony 
only gets worse as you progress.   
 
The tension builds, the stakes are higher, the pressure increases, the hopes and expectations 
pile on and then, for the fortunate few, you are just one step away from The Big One.  OK, 
losing in a final is hardly great but at least you made it to the main attraction; you were there, 
enjoying the taste of something special; a rare moment of stardom to simply relish for its 
own sake. 
 
But who remembers the semi-final losers?  A few of us, maybe, but honestly, not many, which 
is why that footballer couldn’t utter a single word.  It was like falling at the final fence and the 
dream had been snatched away.  It hurt to lose and having to talk about it so soon afterwards 
probably added to the pain.  Disappointment is one thing, but bitter, gut-wrenching 
disappointment is quite different.  It carries with it an agony all of its own and unless you’ve 
been there, experienced it first-hand, you really don’t know about it.   
 
So I find it a huge encouragement to know God himself has been there, been to the lowest 
point imaginable.  He witnessed, and through Jesus, his Son, experienced agony on every 
level, physical, emotional and spiritual.  Jesus died and God allowed it.   
 
Put like that it sounds shocking and in human terms it must have rated as a total failure; 
certainly his closest friends struggled to come to terms with it even though they had been 
forewarned.  The fact that they had come so far and achieved so much simply added to the 
pain and despair they felt at that moment. 
 
What Jesus did has left many a person speechless, not only because of what he did, but why 
He did it.  He did it for us, for each one of us.  It was the ultimate sacrifice, the ultimate act of 
selflessness.  I can’t explain it other than when we failed most, God succeeded most, and it 
has made all the difference for all eternity. 
 
(See John 19; 28-30 and Romans 3; 23-26) 
 
 


